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The first new book on naval shiphandling in more than a generation, this guide helps beginning and
intermediate shiphandlers learn and perfect a skill crucial to their naval careers while at the same
time offering useful hints to seasoned pros. The book reflects all the many changes that have
occurred in recent decades and is the first to cover the use of shiphandling simulators. The author, a
skilled shiphandler with years of experience in nearly every type of Navy vessel, helps novice
shiphandlers get the most out of their opportunities, whether handling real ships or simulators.
Captain Barber tells readers everything they need to know about forces acting on the ship, getting
underway, making a landing, transiting the channel, and underway replenishment. Standard
commands for both ships and tugs are included, along with needed information on the use of tugs
and pilots. Voyage planning, emergency shiphandling, tactical maneuvering, and more are covered
in detail. A chapter is devoted to the special shiphandling characteristics of various classes of naval
vessels. An introduction to the Rules of the Road is provided in an appendix.
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A definitive text. One of only two books on modern shiphandling for the Naval Officer. Every officer
involved in shiphandling should study it thoroughly and often.

Naval Shiphandler's Guide (Blue and Gold)This is an excellent book from a gentleman who, in less

than 5 minutes without a tug, parallel parked his 550' ship like his Green Triumph TR6 in a small
parking space; quickly, accurately, professionally and to the amazement of all hands aboard the
Horne and the line handlers on the pier. What sailor can blame him with a beautiful lady waiting on
the pier in Hawaii for her father's hug?Finally he puts onto paper what he taught onboard his ship 20
years earlier, I did not even get past the first paragraph before I started to recognize his
shiphandling lectures.

No compliants at all about the content of this book. In addition to a review of basic shiphandling
(orders, forces, etc), this book delves into the physics of a ship's movement and more advanced
maneuvering.

This is a great book! This is missing from this book's description."The first new book on naval
shiphandling in more than a generation, this guide helps beginning and intermediate shiphandlers
learn and perfect a skill crucial to their naval careers while at the same time offering useful hints to
seasoned pros. The book reflects all the many changes that have occurred in recent decades and is
the first to cover the use of shiphandling simulators. The author, a skilled shiphandler with years of
experience in nearly every type of Navy vessel, helps novice shiphandlers get the most out of their
opportunities, whether handling real ships or simulators. Captain Barber tells readers everything
they need to know about forces acting on the ship, getting underway, making a landing, transiting
the channel, and underway replenishment. Standard commands for both ships and tugs are
included, along with needed information on the use of tugs and pilots. Voyage planning, emergency
shiphandling, tactical maneuvering, and more are covered in detail. A chapter is devoted to the
special shiphandling characteristics of various classes of naval vessels. An introduction to the Rules
of the Road is provided in an appendix." -US Naval Institute Press
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